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To ctZZ whom it may concern:

connected directly across the line the “ sh unt

Be it known that I, GRANVILLE T. WooDs, armature” and the one connected in series
a citizen of the United States, residing at New with that of the working motor across the
York, in the county and State of New York, line the “ series armature.” These two meth
5 have invented certain new and useful Im ods both involve a single generic invention,

provements in Regulating and Controlling which may be de?ned as the method of regu
Electrical Translating Devices, of which the lating and controlling electric power appa—
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip ratus, consisting in supplying current from
tion.
10

a conducting-line to two electrodynamic ma 60

The object of the invention is to produce chines whose armatures are in series with each
a safe and e?icient means by which electric other, one being an electromotive-force-regu
motors and their connections may be con lating armature and the other the armature
trolled and the waste of energy reduced to
a minimum and the element of danger prac

15 tically eliminated.

of the working motor, and then regulating
the speed of the working motor by varying
the electromotive force of the armature in

In regulating a motor which is employed series with it, or, since the invention also
to do work by means of a second motor or

consists in the apparatus used for carrying

other suitable induction apparatus used as a out these methods it may be stated that both
regulator and placed in series with the arma of these methods involve the use of a broad 70
2o ture of the working motor, so as to set up mechanical invention which may be de?ned

regulating electromotive force in the path of as a combination of an electric motor, an
the current applied thereto, means must be electromotive-force regulator consisting of a
provided whereby the electromotive force of second dynamo-electric machine whose ar
the regulating device can be varied at will.
25 This can be accomplished in several ways.
If the regulating device is in the form of a
dynamotor, this can be done in two ways,

mature is in series with the motor to be regu 75

lated, and independent means for varying the
electromotive force of the said second dy
namo-electric machine.
In the accompanying drawing 1 have shown
broadly distinguishable from each other. Ac
cording to one method the motor-armature a diagrammatic view illustrating my in
30 of the dynamotor is connected to the line in vention applied to electric- railway'cars or
series with the armature of the working mo the like, the system of conductors being one
tor and the counter electromotive force of the

in which sectional working conductors are

motor-armature is controlled by controlling exposed on the street -surface and are ar
the output of the dynamo-armature of the dy ranged parallel with the rails of the railway 85

3 5 narnotor, thus controlling the speed of the ar and provided with automatic devices for con
mature-axis of the dynamotor. This method trolling the connection and disconnection
is disclosed in my application, Serial No. progressively of the work - circuits to and
444,268, ?led August 27, 1892. According to from the feeder, the said devices being ar
the other method the electromotive-force-regu ranged in groups or sets of two or more and
4o lating armature of the dynamotor is con so placed as to be easily inspected; but the
nected to the line in series with the armature system of conductors forms no part of my
of the working motor and is caused to op present invention.
In the drawings A represents the main
erate at a practically-constant speed by the
other armature of the dynamotor. The elec source of electrical energy.
95
B is the main feeder.
.
45 tromotive force developed in the electromo
C C’ are the rails of the railway, upon which
tive-force-regulating armature of the dyna
motor, which is in series with the working the car moves and by which the current may

motor, is then controlled by controlling its be returned to the main source.
?eld. This method is disclosed in the pres
50 cut application. In speaking of the arma
tures of the dynamotor I shall call the one

D is the working motor geared to car

wheels, (indicated by N.)

E is the dynamo-electric machine having

2
the shunt-armature. F is the dynamo-elec

through wires 17 and 12 to conductor 6, and

tric machine having the series armature, said from the ?eld of motorD it divides and passes
/

machines E and F when combined as shown through the armatures of machines D and F,
constitutingadynamotororelectro converter. thence through switches 10 and 11, contacts
5 G G’, &c., are the electromagnetic devices 18 and 19, and Wire 12 to wire-6 and return—
(several modi?cations being shown) for con rail 0. In the meantime the armature of mag‘
trolling the work-circuits.

'

H H’ H2 are the sectional working conduc
tors.
IO

thereby cutting off the ground through wire 75

5 and the armatures of machines E and F will

J is the main trolley, and ‘K an auxiliary have beenvset in motion.

trolley.

L shows one or more lamps. 1

M M’, &c., are electrical switches.
O O’ O2 are fuses.

15

net G2 has been drawn from its back stop,
If we now move
switch-levers 13 and 14. so that while one le
ver rests on contact-strip 15 the other will cut
out some of’ the resistance R“, some current

"will then flow from wire 8, through wire 16,

R R’, &c., are resistances, and SE is a resistance R5, lever 13, around ?eld-magnet
storage battery.
of machineF to lever 14, thence through con
I When the series armature of the dyna

tact-strip 15, wire 17, wire 12, wire 6, to return

motor and the armature of the working mo rail 0. \Ve will suppose that machine F is
tor are connected in series with each other wound for a low voltage—"say about one hun
to the line in a- branch which is in multiple dred and ?fty volts-‘and that the resistance
with the branch containing the shunt ar which was cut out caused F to generate, say,

mature of the dynamotor, the apparatus is
then arranged for. employing the method of
controlling and regulating electric power ap
25 paratus, which consists in supplying current

forty volts and sixty amperes.

85

The current _

thus generated would ?ow from the armature
of machine F over wire 18, switch 10, contacts
18 and 19, switch 11, wire 20, armature of ma}
from the conducting-line to the armature of chine D, wire 21 back to the armature of F.
the working motor through an independent All the current passing through the ?eld-mag
armature in series with it and then regulat net of motor D will ?ow through wire 2 in the 95
ing the electromotive force of the said inde direction of the current from the armature of
pendent armature. The electromotive force F. The car will then start, say, toward work
of the regulating-armature is controllable, be conductor H. When trolley J touches aux
cause the shunt-armature of the dynamotor iliary conductor 22, a small portion of cur
is operated at a controllable speed and the rent will be shunted through the conductor I00
?eld of the series armature of the dynamo to the ?ne coil of magnet G’, thence through
35 tor is controllable and reversible by means resistance R and the armature of magnet G
‘of a rheostat in series therewith.
to rail 0. The armature of magnet G’ is then
The modus operandi of the apparatus is as drawn against its front stops, thereby closing
follows: Suppose the car is standing over the circuit from feeder B through the coarse 105
work-conductor H. To start the car, acurrent

coil of magnet G’, wire 23, magnet G, wire 24
may be delivered from battery SB through to conductor H. As the car continues its mo—
wires 1 and 2, switch M’, trolley J, conductor tion trolley J reaches conductorH and opens
H’, wire 3, magnet G2, wire 4, ?ne coil of the space between conductors H’ and H,
magnet G3, resistance R’, armature of mag thereby beginning to take current from con
net G2, its back-stop, wire 5 to the rails (J O, ductor H before breaking contact with H’.

I10

45 car-Wheel N, wire 6, switch M3, to battery. In the meantime the armature of magnet G
The armature of magnet G3 will then be drawn has been drawn from its back stop, thereby
up to its front stop, thereby closing the cir cutting off the ground from the line coil of

cuit from feeder B through switch M2, fuse
02, the said front-stop, wire 7, coarse coil of
magnet G3, to the junction of the coarse and
?ne coils of magnet G“, where the current di
vides, a small portion passing through the

magnet G’. After trolley J has passed over 115

and broken contact with conductor 22 the
current passing through the coarse coil of

magnet G holds up its armature. The resist
ance R5 is gradually cut out of circuit, and the
voltage of Fincreases until thelimitis reached.

?ne coil to the said rails. The major por
tion of the current then passes through wire Then switch 11 is made to connect with con
4, magnet G2, wire 3, conductor H’, trolley tact 25, thus cutting the armatures of ma
‘J, switch M’, and wire 2. From this point chines D and F into the main circuit. Cur

[20

the current again divides. One portion of rent will now ?ow through the various con
the current passes through switch M, shunt nections which are in circuit between the 125
armature E, and wire 6 to rail 0. The balé main feeder B and trolley J, thence through
60 ance of the current passes through Wire switch M’, wire 26, contact 25, switch 11, wire
8 to the point where wire 9 joins wire 8. Then 20, armature of machine D, wire 21, armature
the current again divides, a portion passing of machine F, wire 18, switch 10, contact 18,
‘ over wire 9 to the ?eld-magnet of E, thence wire 12, wire6 to return-rail 0. It will be ob
over wire 6 to rail 0. The rest of the current served that the electromotive forces of main
65 then passes along wire 8 through rheostats generator A and of machine F are thus thrown .
to the ?eld-magnet coils of machines F and D. in series and that the counter electromotivev
From the ?eld of machine F the circuits lead ‘force of motor D may be regulated by adjust

681,768
ing the polarity and amount of electromotive by opening circuit 29, leading to rail 0. The
force of machine F. The duty of trolley K and armature will be retained in that position by
its connections through resistance R3 to wheel magnet G4, energized by the current which 70
Nis to complete a low-resistance circuit be passes through wire 30, until magnet G5 is de—
tween the feeder and the return-conductor magnetized and its armature leaves the front

through any of the electromagnetic devices stops, which action breaks the circuit through
that fail to open the circuit after the car mo wire 30 and. the ?ner-wire coil of magnet G4
tive apparatus has ceased to draw energy and allowing the armature of magnet G4 to 75
IO

therefrom. The circuit connections between
trolley K and wheel N are of low resistance—
say four times less resistance than the circuit
from trolley J to wheel N. Trolley K is ar
ranged at such a distance from trolley J that

return to its back stop.

I have discovered by experiment that the
arrangement of the device which includes
magnets G“ and'Gr5 is more reliable than the

arrangement which includes magnets G2 and
at no time will the two trolleys be on the same G3, because the armature of magnet G3 may
work-conductor, each work-conductor being be held for a short period ‘after the current

about one-half the length of the car. Now ceases to ?ow through the coils, and that
if it is desired to reverse the movement of the would give the armature of magnet G2 time
car while trolley J is on working conductor to reach its back stop before the armature of
11 switch-levers 13 and 14 are moved into magnet Gr‘1 had moved. The circuit would

85

upright position, thus cutting them out of then be closed from the main feeder through
the circuit and demagnetizing the ?eld of ma~ the ?ne coil of magnet G3 to ground or rail 0.
chine F. Switch 11 is then moved from con—
Another novel feature of my invention is
tact 25 to contact 19. Switch-lever 14 is then that machine F may be wound or constructed 9O
moved to the right to place resistance R4 in so that it will generate, say, for example, two
25 circuit, and lever 13 is moved into contact hundred and ?fty volts, while the main source
with strip 15. The current that then flows A gives three hundred volts, and the voltage
from wire 8 through levers 13 and 14 passes of machine F may be used as a counter elec
around the ?eld-magnet of machine F in the tromotive force by which the current from 95
opposite direction to that taken by the cur the feeder may be regulated while passing to
20

rent formerly applied and the electromotive the working motor D by operating machine
force now generated in its armature will be

F as a motor, which causes machine E to run

of the opposite polarity to that which had as a generator supplying current to the main
I00
been generated therein when starting the car. line.
This current ?owing through'the armature
To explain the mode of operation of the
35 of motor D, whose ?eld is charged in one di apparatus under the above conditions, let us
rection only, will change the direction of the suppose the car is standing over working con
rotation of the motor-armature. As the car ductor H and that current is passing from
gains speed the resistance controlled by the feeder B to trolley J, switch M’, wire 2, 105
switch M4 is cut out and the switch 10 is where the divisions take place, as previously
moved from contact 18 to contact 27, thus described, a portion going to machine E to
placing the main current in series with the keep it in motion and a portion to charge the
current generated in the armature of machine storage battery and a portion passing to mo
F. The current from the main feeder then tor D to charge its ?eld-magnet. Switch I10
passes through switch M’, wire 26, contact lever 13 is adjusted to cut all the resistance
45 27, switch 10, wire 18, armature of machine R5 out of the circuit and lever 14 is moved
F, wire 21, armature of motor D, wire 20, onto contact 15, so that current from wire 8
switch 11, contact 19, wire 12, and wire 6 to passing to the ?eld of machine F will fully
wheel N and return-rail 0. As the car moves charge it. Switch 10 before current is turned I15
in this direction trolleyJ will touch conduc on is moved to a point about midway between
tor 112 before leaving conductor H’ and a
small portion of the current will pass through
conductor H2 to wire 32, thence around the
coarse coil of magnet G4, wire 28, ?ne coil of

contacts 18 and 27, while switch 11 is in con
Now as machine F

nection with contact 19.

is running and ready to produce current at
its highest voltage the moment the circuit is

I20

magnet G5, wire 29, armature of magnet G‘1 closed and as the current from the armature
55 to resistance R2, and rail 0. The armature of machine F will ?ow through wire 18 to
of magnet G5 will then be drawn against its switch 10 switch 10 will be moved onto con
‘ front stops, thus closing the circuit to feeder tact 27, closing the circuit. Current from the
'00

B. The current from feeder B will divide, a feeder will instantly begin to ?ow through 125
small part passing through wire 30 and fine switch 10, wire 18, armature of machine F,
coil of magnet G4 to resistance R2, and thence wire 21, armature of motor D, wire 20, switch
to rail 0.

The other part of the current will

11, contact 19, wires 12 and 6, thence to re

pass through the armature of magnet G5,wire turn-rail 0. It is obvious that the current
131 to the coarse coil of vmagnet G5, wire 28, which now reaches motor D has a voltage
coarse coil of magnet G“, wire 32, conductor which only represents the difference between
65 112 to trolley J, and thence to the apparatus the main current and the counter electromo
on the car. In the meantime the armature of tive force of machine F. To increase the
magnet G“ is drawn from its back stop, there current delivered from the feeder to the work

~

fé

esmee

ing motor, switch-lever 13 is moved so that chine D, whose ?eld-magnet is in series with
its armature. Therefore when the armature
vcircuit of machine F, thus cutting down the of motor D, which is to be regulated, and the 70
counter-current. As resistance is gradually armature of machine F are out into the line

some of the resistance R5 is out into the ?eld

out into the ?eld-circuit of machine F the they are in series in a branch which is con
speed of motor D is increased. \Vhen re nected to line in parallel with a branch con

sistance R5 is entirely in circuit, the polarity taining the armature of machine E-that is,
of electromotive generated by machine F may the armature of machineE is in a shunt with 75
be reversed by moving switch 13 onto contact the line and the armature of machine F is in
15 and switch 14 to cut into the ?eld-circuit another shunt to the line and in series with
the resistance R“. The current now generated the motor to be regulated.
in its armature will ?ow in the same direction
The storage batteries may be of small ca
as and in series with the current from the main pacity and may be used to propel the motor
source, and as the resistance R4 is cut out of over crossings and switches. The battery as
15 the ?eld-circuit the current will increase. To arranged would be constantly charged and.
reverse the motion of the armature of motor therefore always ready for use. When the
D, resistance R5 is cut out, and then switch 10 batteryis used to propel the work-motor D,
is moved from contact 27 to contact 18, thus the manipulation of the switches may be the 85
cutting o? the current from the feeder to the same as when the current from the main gen
armature of motor D. Switch 11 is then erator A is used, except that switch M3 may
moved to a position about midway between be adjusted so as to cut out the resistance
contacts 19 and 25. Then switch-levers 13 and which it controls, thereby allowing the other
14 are moved, lever 13 into contact with strip regulators mentioned full control of the cur
15 and lever 14 into contact with resistance rent. Storage battery SB may be of higher
25 R“. All the resistance R4 is then cut out of voltage than the main source and charged
the circuit by continuing the movement of independent thereof. In such case machine
lever 14. Then switch 11 is moved onto con E may be run independent of the main source
tact 25, when the current from the feeder of energy. The current from the battery 95
passes through contact 25, switch 11, wire 20, would pass through wire 1, switch M, the ar
the armature of motor D, wire 21, the arma mature of machine E, wire 6, to switch M3 and
IO

ture of machine F, wire 18, switch 10, wires the battery. The ?eld of machine E would
12 and 6, thence to return-rail G. In its path be charged through wires 8 and 9 and return
the current from the feeder met the full vol through wire 6 to switch M3 and the battery.

I00

tage of the counter-current from machine F. If it should be found desirable at times to
35 Resistance R4 is now placed into the circuit run motor D by battery SB without operat
again, thus cutting down the counter force ing machines E and F, switch M must be

generated, and after the circuit through the opened. Then the ?eld-magnet of motor D
will be charged through wires 1 and 8 and 105
lever 14 to contact 15 and switch-lever 13 is switch M“, the current returning by wires 12
40 moved into contact with resistance R5, there; and 6 to switch M3 and the battery, current
by causing the electroconverter to supply a for the armature of motor D passing from the
force which flows in the same direction as battery through wires 1, 2, and 26 to contacts
and in series with the current from the feeder. 25 or 27, switches 10 and 11 being manipulated I10
~ ?elds of machine F has been opened, switch

When so desired, I may shift switch-levers to send the current over either wires 18 or 20
45 13 and 14 at once to a predetermined point to the armature. The current returning will
along their paths and then regulate the speed pass through wires 12 and 6 to switchM and
of motor D by varying its counter electromo the battery.
,
tive force by adjusting switch M4. The work
I am. aware that devices have been designed I15
done by motor D will then vary approxi for indicating when a section of work-con
mately'proportionally to the variations of the ductor is accidentally left alive by the failure
counter electromotive force of motor D, thus of the magnetic devices to work; but I believe ‘
allowing the electromotive force and the cur thatI am the ?rst to provide means for auto
rent of machine F to remain constant. If matically cutting outany work-section and its’ I20
desirable, an adjustable resistance may be controlling device in case of its ‘failure to
55 placed in the ?eld-circuit of machine E at the work properly.
point 33 in wire 9. It- may also be desirable
In my present applicationI do not broadly
to put a resistance in wire 30 to cut down the claim the combination,with an electric motor,
current which ?ows through that wire at of a counter- electromotive - force regulator I25
times, as previously described. Such a re consisting of a second dynamo-electric ma
sistance is shown at B6.
chine whose armature is in series with the mo
It will be observed that the ?eld-magnets tor to be regulated and independent means
of machines D, E, and F are connected in for varying the counter electromotive force of
multiple to the main source of supply, and the said second dynamo-electric machine; nor 130
the armatures of said machines are so ar do I claim herein the method of controlling
65 ranged that they may also take current from motors which consists in supplying to the

thelmain source of supply, but independently motor a current of electricity, producing by
of the ?eld-magnets, except in-case of ma magnetic induction in the circuit between the

5
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source of supply and the motor a varying armature is in series with the armature of
magnetically-inducedcounter electromotive the motor to be regulated, the ?eld of the mo
force independent of that of the motor and tor to be regulated being connected in series
opposing the current of electricity supplied with its armature, and means for reversing 65
to the motor by varying the magnetically-in the ?eld of the dynamo so that the current
duced counter electromotive force, as such a generated thereby can be thrown onto the
combination and method are broadly claimed line-circuit to aid or oppose the line-current,
in my said application, Serial No. 444,268, substantially as described.
?led August 27, 1892; nor do I claim in this
5. The combination of a source of electric
application the combination, with an electric energy, an electric motor, and an electromo
motor, of a counter-electromotive-force regu tive-force regulator consisting of a dynamo
lator consisting of a dynamotor whose mo whose armature is in series with the armature
tor-armature is in shunt with the line and of the motor to be regulated, the ?eld of the
whose generator-armature is in shunt to the motor to be regulated being connected in se 75
line and in series with the motor to be regu ries with its armature, and means for revers
lated; nor do I broadly claim the combination ing the electromotive force of the dynamo
of an electric motor and an electromotive and for reversing the motor, substantially as
force regulator consisting of a dynamo whose described.
armature is in series with the armature of
6. The combination of a source of electric
the motor and means for varying and re energy, an electric motor, an electromotive

versing the electromotive force of the dynamo force regulator consisting of a dynamo whose
to regulate the motor, as such combinations

armature is in series with the armature of

are broadly claimed in my application Serial the motor to be regulated, the ?eld of the mo
No. 542,457, ?led March 20, 1895.
tor to be regulated being connected in series 85
with its armature, means for reversing the
25 What I claim is
1. The combination of an electric motor, a ?eld of the dynamo, and means for reversing
counter-electromotive-force regulator con the motor, substantially as described.
sisting of a dynamotor whose motor-armature
7. The combination of a source of electric
is in shunt with the line and whose generator energy, an electric motor, an electromotive 9O
armature is in another shunt to the line and force regulator consisting of a dynamo whose
in series with the armature of the motor to

be regulated, the ?eld of the motor to be regu
lated being connected between the line and
the last-named shunt and being coupled in
35 the said shunt between the armatures there
in, substantially as described.
2. The combination of a source of constant
potential, a shunt-wound motor in one branch
therefrom, another branch therefrom con
taining in series the armature of an electric

motor and a dynamo, the dynamo having a
variable ?eld and having its armature me

armature is in series with the armature of the
motor to be regulated, the ?eld of the motor

to be regulated being connected in series with
its armature, and means for reversing the mo 95
tor, substantially as described.
8. The combination with a source of elec

tric energy, of two electrodynamic machines
whose armatures are in series with each other
and whose ?elds are in multiple with each
other, the ?eld of one of the said machines

being connected in series with its armature,

means whereby the ?eld of the last-named
chanically connected with the armature of machine may be varied, and means for re-'
the ?rst-mentioned motor, and the ?eld of versing the ?eld of the other of the said ma
45 the last-named motor being connected be chines, substantially as described.
tween the constant-potential source and the
9. The combination with a source of elec
last-named branch therefrom, being coupled tric energy, of two electrodynamic machines
in the said branch between the armatures whose armatures are in series with each other‘
therein, substantially as described.
and whose ?elds are in multiple with each I16
50 3. The combination of a source of electric other, the ?eld of one of the said machines
energy, an electric motor, an electromotive being connected in series with its‘armature,
force regulator consisting of a dynamo whose and means for controlling the speed of said

armature is in series with the armature of machine, substantially as described.

,

the motor, the ?eld of the motor being con
Signed at New York, in the county of New
nected in series with its armature, and means York and State of New York, this 31st day of
for varying and reversing the electromotive August, A. D. 1891.
force of the dynamo to regulate the motor,
GRANVILLE T. YVOODSZ
substantially as described.
4:. The combination of a source of electric
Witnesses:
60 energy, an electric motor, an electromotive

force regulator consisting of a dynamo whose

7/

W. S. HANFORD,
S. WooDs.

